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Registration
Dates Set

The new CDA, elected Monday night by the
retiring members of the Senior CDA, is pictured
above. They are (left to right, first row) Bob
Erwin, Bill Boswell, Tom Anderson, Jim Pate;

i

(second row) Pete McKellar, Coker Garrison,
Bob Kennedy and Ray Griffin.
(Photos for
TIGER by Brogdon Nichols.)

Erwin Elected To Lead CDA
For Next Tear's Dances

In an all night caucus held May 12th, eight Junior Staff members of the Central
Dance Association were elected to the new CDA Senior Staff for 1958-59. Leading
the CDA next year will be Bob Erwin, an industrial management major from Laurens.

Vice-president of the CDA for
next year will be Bill Boswell, an
industrial
management
major
from Newnan, Ga. Tom Anderson, a civil engineering major
from Greenwood, is new SecretaryTreasurer, and Coker Garrison, an
electrical engineering major from
Hartsville, is new Placing Chairman.
Many interesting and important news events have
Other members are: Robert been added to the history of Clemson during the past two
Kennedy, an Architectural major
from Columbia, Decorations Chair- semesters. Out of these the TIGER news staff has selected
man; Jim Pate, a mechanical en- the following ten events as the most outstanding.
gineering major from Columbia, (1) OLIN FOUNDATION
Floor Chairman; Pete McKellar,
GRANTS
by the fall semester will house
an Architectural major from BenThe Olin Foundation made a the School of Architecture and
nettsville, Publicity Chairman. Al- $1,175,000 grant to Clemson for the department of Civil Engiternus for the coming year is Ray a Chemical Engineering Build- neering. The building will be
Griffin, an Architectural major ing. Dr. Charles L. Home, completely modern in design and
President of the foundation, air-conditioned.
from Dillon.
When asked how he felt about spoke to the student body as to (7) STADIUM SEATING
being selected President of CDA, their obligation to Clemson. He
CAPACITY INCREASED
Bob Erwin said, "I believe that this stated that the duty of the colConstruction was recently beis one of the greatest honors that lege is to give the best educagun on the additions to Clemson
I have ever received. I just hope tion system within funds availMemorial Stadium. The additions
that next year our staff will be able to the youth of the state.
will be completed by the openable to have the same success that (2) HARRY ASHMORE
ing game of the 1958-59 football
this year's staff has had. The CDA
AWARDED PULITZER
season and will increase the cais looking forward to a great year
PRIZE
pacity to 38,000. A completely
with some of the biggest name
Mr. Harry S. Ashmore, a new and modern pressbox will
bands that have ever appeared at graduate of Clemson and former also be constructed to accomoClemson. This can not be accom- editor of the TIGER was recently date seventy-five personnel. The
plished without the whole-hearted awarded the Pulitzer Prize for additions will be built of presupport of the student body and Journalism. At present he is the stressed, pre-cast concrete with
with this support the CDA is con- editor of the LITTLE ROCK seats of cyprus. Every opportunfident that we will reach our goal." (Arkansas) GAZETTE. He is to ity to make the stadium as beauft Retiring members of the CDA be awarded an Honorary Doc- tiful and economical as possible
for 1957-58 are: Alex Morrison, tor of Laws Degree by Oberlin was incorporated in the design.
President, Hartsville; Hugh Mc- College, Ohio. The Pulitzer Prize
(8) FLU EPIDEMIC
Laurin, Vice-president, Wedge- is the most coveted prize for
BREAKS OUT
field; Mackie Manning, Secretary- journalism.
During
the first semester ClemTreasurer, Clio; Jimmy Blanton, (3) SCHOOL OF
son had its own brush with the
Placing, Forest City, N. C; Woody
ARCHITECTURE FORMED
Asiatic Flu. On one day alone an
Middleton, Publicity, Sumter; Bill
The first School of Architect
Neely, Floor, Rock Hill; Bud Wil- ture in South Carolina was estimated 350 students reported
kerson, Decorations, Winnsboro, formed this past year at Clem- to the hospital clinic with the
and J. J. Britton, Alternus, Sum- son. It was formerly a depart- flu. The sixth barracks was filled
with flu patients, and other stuter.
ment under the School of EngiAt the time of printing the new neering. H. E. McClure, who was dents were put on quarters in an
Junior CDA Staff is yet to be an- formerly Head of the depart- attempt to isolate and confine
(Continued on page 3)
nounced. The Junior Staff will be ment of architecture, is now the
named in the first issue of next Dean of the School of Architecyear's TIGER.
ture. The School of Architecture
This year the CDA brought such will be located in the new Scibig name bands as Stan Kenton ence building upon its compleand Bill Snyder for Homecoming, tion.
while Richard Maltby was here for (4) WSBF BEGINS
Midwinters. The nationally famBROADCASTS
ous Gladiolas were brought to
The
Student
Broadcasting
Clemson for the Spring Dances, System of Clemson College began
and Claude Thornhill for the Taps- regularly scheduled broadcastJunior-Senior.
ing on May 1, 1958. The system
The 10th annual Industrial
is a closed-circuit broadcasting Training Conference will be held
station operated solely by the at Clemson Tuesday and Wednesstudents. The station's program day, May 21 and 22.
includes music, national and
The meeting will open at 2:30
sports news, and Clemson ath- pjn. Wednesday, May 21 in the
letic events. The call letters for Clemson House, following morning
The Student Christian Associa- the new radio station are WSBF, registration, and with a business
tion of South Carolina is planning standing for Student Broadcast- session Thursday morning at 11:30.
The opening-day program will
a beach retreat at Pawley's Island ing Facilities.
present talks by Edgar Forio, senduring the week of June 2nd. (5) TIGERAMA BEGUN AS
ior vice-president, Coca-Cola Co.,
through the 8th. All YMCA memHOMECOMING
Atlanta, Ga., and Cole Sutton. asbers from Clemson who would
SPECTACULAR
like to go can get in touch with
Tigerama was initiated as a sistant works manager, Singer
the YMCA office and find out fur- annual Homecoming spectacular Sewing Machine Co., Anderson.
ther information concerning the this year. It is an all-student Forio is president of the Georgia
j-etreat.
variety show and contest for the State Chamber of Commerce.
Thursday's program will hear
The rising Senior YMCA Coun- best skit. As an added attraction,
cil last week elected their officers Stan Kenton played several se- Carl A. Baggs, division manager,
for the first semester of next year. lections during the festivities.. United Merchants and ManufacThose elected were: President, Art Tigerama was concluded with a turers, Elberton, Ga., and J. A.
Lindley;
Vice-President, Jack spectacular fireworks display. Nelson, industrial relations manaLynch; Secretary-Treasurer, Bob The first Tigerama was a huge ger, Douglas Aircraft Co., CharCure ton; and Chaplain, Ben success and is expected to be- lotte, N. C, on developing employee attitudes for training.
Brockington.
come even better each year.
Presiding at the conference will
The rising Junior YMCA Coun- (6) STRUCTURAL SCIENCE
COMPLEX ADDS
be S. C. Thomas, Graniteville,
cil also announced their new ofCLASSROOM SPACE
President of CITA, and John K.
ficers as follows: President, John
The new Structural Science Stearns, Anderson, vice-president
'Preston; Vice-President, T. G.
Hanner; Secretary, Bobby Tread- Building will give a 96,000 ft. and district representative, Interway; Treasurer, Joe Witherspoon; addition to the School of Engi- national Correspondence School.
Chaplain, Dean Winsett, and Re- neering. The building which is L. R. Booker, Clemson, is secreto be completed for occupancy tary-treasurer.
porter, Bradley Brown.

TIGER Staff Selects
Year's Top Stories

Industrial
Conference

Will Be Held
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Commencement Slated For Class Of '58
On Sunday, June 1, In Outdoor Theatre
Three Hundred Seniors Announced
Candidates For Bachelor's Degrees

Retreat Planned
For "Y" Members

South Carolina's Oldest

Registration for new students
at the opening of the first semester 1958-1959 will be held on Monday, September 15, on an appointment basis. Registration for current and former students will be
held on Monday afternoon, September 15, and on Tuesday, September 16, according to a predetermined schedule to be mailed all
students during the summer.
To prevent or reduce the problems incident to late registration,
the prescribed registration days
this fall will be Monday through
Saturday, September 15-20. Students who have not completed
registration during this time, including the return of the properly
signed class registration card to
the Registrar's Office will be
charged a late registration fee of
ten dollars. This late registration
fee applies to all full-time and
part-time students who are enroll
ed this semester or who may be
enrolled this summer and who reenroll in September, 1958.
The prescribed registration days
of the second semester will be
Wednesday
through Saturday
February 4-7.

COMMENCEMENT
SPEAKER

BACCALAUREATE
SPEAKER

PETERSON

FRIDY

Sunday, June 1, marks the graduation of another group
of Seniors from Clemson. This year the candidates for
Bachelor's degrees will number three hundred strong.
There will be forty-five candidates from the school of Agriculture, seventy candidates from the
school of Arts and Sciences, thirty-five candidates from the school
of Textiles and one hundred and
fifty candidates from the school
of Engineering. In addition there
will be nineteen prospective candidates for Master's degrees.
Ervin L. Peterson, Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture in charge
of Federal-States Relations, Washington, will give the commencement address.
Commencement exercises will
get under way at 9:30 Sunday
morning in the Field House. At
that time the commissioning exercise will begin. All graduating seniors who are going into the service under the ROTC program will
receive their commission at the
exercise. The baccalaureate service will be delivered later in the
College Auditorium.
Rev. William Wallace Fridy,
pastor of the historic Washington
Street Methodist Church, Columbia, will deliver the sermon.
Rev. Fridy, a native of Hodges,
is a 1932 Clemson honor graduate.
While a senior at Clemson, he was
president of the YMCA and winner of the Trustees' Medal for oratory. In 1956, he received the honorary Doctor of Humanities Degree
from Clemson College.
At five o'clock the final part of
the Commencement Day Exercises
will begin; at this time the candidates will journey to the Amphitheater to receive their degree before a large number of spectators.
In case of rain, the exercise will be
held in the Field House.
Mr. Peterson, who will give the
commencement address, was appointed by President Eisenhower,
and assumed his Washington duties in 1954 as supervisor of U.S.
D. A. Research, Educational, and
Conservation Agencies.
In 1948, Secretary Peterson was
president of the National Association of Secretaries, Commissioners
and Directors of Agriculture, and
served its executive committee in
1953-54. For 11 years he served as
Director of the Oregon State De-

partment of Agriculture.
Clemson will also confer five
honorary degrees at commencement. Recipients are: James Lide
Coker III, George Robert Lunz,
James Napier McBride, Dr. Barnwell Rhett Turnipseed, and the
aforesaid, Ervin L. Peterson.
Coker, with Sonoco Products
since 1928, succeeded to the presidency of that company in 1931.
Since that time he has also served
with the Textile Paper Tube Co.
Ltd. (Romiley, Eng.); Sonoco Products Co. of Canada, Ltd.; American Commercial Bank, Indian Textile Paper Tube Co., Ltd. (Madural,
S. India); Sonoco de Mexico, S.A.:
Textile Cones and Tubes Pty. Ltd.
(Melbourne and Sydney, Aus
txalia); Estate Land and Securities
Co.; Carolina Power and Light Co.;
he has served as Director of the
Bank of Hartsville.
He is president emeritus of the
(Continued on page 3)

TWEED WINS
WORLD TOUR

Alumnus Wins Pulitzer
Prize In Journalism
By CHARLES SPENCER
Harry Scott Ashmore, a native of Greenville and a
graduate of Clemson College, was recently awarded a 1958
Pulitzer Prize in journalism for editorial writing on the
Little Rock, Arkansas, Gazette. Ashmore, a 1937 graduate
of Clemson in general science, has been with the Little
Rock Paper since leaving the Charlotte, N. C, News in 1947.
In addition to the award to Ashmore for editorial writing, the
newspaper he serves was simultaneously awarded a gold medal
for meritiorious public service,
largely due to the efforts of Ashmore; the newspaper's editor,
John N. Heiskell; and other members of the editorial staff.
The Pulitzer Prizes in journalism carries a $1,000 cash award
as well as the public citation of
the honor.
While at Clemson, Mr. Ashmore was very active in collegiate activities. As well as being
a lieutenant in the Cadet Corps,
he
specialized
In
literary
achievements. He was a member of Blue Key Fraternity and
served as the business manager
of the Blue Key Directory. As
a member of the Tiger staff for
four years, he rose to be editor

position he holds today.
Mr. Ashmore is a noted political writer in the Southern states,
not only in the field of journalism, but of printed books as
well. He is greatly in demand at
the present time for lecture occasions, and served as a personal
assistant and speech writer for
Adlai Stevenson in the 1952
presidential campaign.

Fred Tweed leaves July 1 for
New York City in preparation for
an around the world tour spon
sored by the Collegiate American
Press Association. The tour will
cover almost the entire globe. The
Far East, Europe, Russia, Africa,
and South America will be visited
by Tweed during the tour.
Comments from Fred about the
people, places, and things encountered will be cabled back to
Ralph Hendricks of Easley, a
Clemson and published as a fearising senior in mechanical enture in the TIGER. The good will
gineering has been named new
that Fred will be able to distribute
commander of the Clemson Colin the far corners of the world
lege "Tiger Band" 1958-59. He
will be of great value to Clemson.
succeeds Paul Holmes of BeauTo be among the ten selected
fort. New officers which were
to make the tour this year is a
also announced by Band Director
Leland Leonard has been electgreat honor. Tweed's ability to
R. E. Lovett at the annual spring
ed
president of Alpha Phi Omega,
speak seven different foreign lanBand banquet held in the ClemNational Service Fraternity. Leguages was a large factor in his
son House on May 9th are: Phil
land is a rising junior in civil enselection. Fred promises to give
Higdon, drum major from CharIt was announced just before . gineering.
an entertaining account of his adleston; Burt Pearson, vice-comFrank Sams, a rising senior in
ventures for the Clemson students deadline Wednesday morning
mander from Florence, and Ben
mechanical engineering from
by a very detailed communique that Mr. Ashmore would receive
Boling, student director from
an Honorary Doctor of Laws de- Clemson, will serve as next years'
each week.
Greenville.
gree from Oberlin College in first vice-president while Hal
Also appointed to office were:
Ohio at it's commencement cere- Craig, a rising senior in ceramic
Reid Garrison, assistant, drum
monies as a direct result of his engineering from Clover, is the
major from Clemson; Jim Bedennew second vice-president. Jerry
winning the Pulitzer Prize.
baugh, supply officer from LauAusband, rising senior in matherens; R. C. Harmon, from Greenmatics from Conway, was elected
as a senior, and was president treasurer. Gladden Smoke, a riswood and Allan Sloan from Mt.
of the Clemson chapter of Gam- ing junior in chemical engineering
Pleasant, assistant student directors; and Elmer Mayer, assistant
Bud Nally and Ken Powers represented Clemson at ma Alpha Mu, honorary journal- from St. Matthews, is the new
ism society, for three years. Also,
supply officer from Clemson.
Bob Humphries, rising
the annual Little National Assembly May 8 thru May 11 he was corresponding secretary secretary.
senior in mechanical engineering
of the South Carolina Collegiate from Columbia, will serve as serFinal Lutheran Meeting at Lincoln, Nebraska, the Fourth Regimental Headquarters Press
Association, and secretary geant-at-arms.
of the Pershing Rifles.
Held Wednesday Night
—Tr The purpose of the Little Na- of the Central Dance Association.
The final meeting of the year
Upon graduation from Clemtional Assembly is to bring new
was held Wednesday night May
son, Mr. Ashmore received a
ideas and motions to be presented Neimann Fellowship for a year's
14, by the Lutheran Student AssoThe Housing Office wishes to
In order that all who are
to the regular assembly which will graduate study in journalism at advise that all of the married
ciation. The guest speaker was
qualified
may
vote,
the
sumDr. Karl W. Kinard, of Columbia,
be held October 1958 at Boulder, Harvard University. During the veterans who applied for prePresident of the Evangelical Lu- mer school registration date Colorado. Some of the projects Second World War he served in fabs for the second semester
theran Synod of South Carolina. originally scheduled for Tuesthe infantry and rose to the rank have been accommodated and
which will be worked on the next
A refreshment hour following the day, June 10, has been reof lieutenant-colonel.
that one vacancy now exists in
meeting was sponsored by the wo- scheduled for Wednesday, June year are the national level PR drill
In his professional, career, he these units. Any married vetemen of the church.
meet, regimental rifle match, radio worked for two to three years ran enrolled in the college who
11.
net, and the revision of the nation- as a political writer for the now desires immediate assignGreenville News, then moved to ment may apply at the Housing
al constitution.
Office before Tuesday, May 20
The Pershing Rifles, a National the staff of the Charlotte, N. C,
News, as editor of the editorial for the existing vacancy.
Honorary Society, is broken down
Non-veteran applications now
Before long, he was made
The tentative selection of Senior Hall Counselors into twelve regiments scattered page..
editor-in-chief, and it was from on file for immediate assignfor the 1958-59 school year was announced Tuesday, throughout the United States with this position that he went to the ment will be processed in the
May 12. Billy R. Abercrombie, Gerald S. Adams, Tom the National Headquarters being Little Rock Gazette in 1947. Af- event applications are not reC. Anderson, William R. Austin, Alton B. Bagwell, located at the University of Neb ter three years on this paper, he ceived from married veteran
was made executive editor, the students by May 20.
Charles H. Barron, Milton E. Brown, James A. Bryan, raska. The Fourth Regiment is
Larry B. Copeland, Weldon E. Corley, Hal N. Craig, made up of five states: South
Carolina, North Carolina, TenneFloyd S. Dennis, J. C. .Edwards, William F. Edwards, ssee, Georgia, and Alabama with
Robert M. Erwin, Ford F. Farabow, Joseph M. Fox, the Headquarters being at ClemLarry O. Gantt, Benjamin A. Huggin, Frank K. Koon, son College. Clemson College loRufus F. Land, Lawrence H. Livingston, Frank E. Lu- cal company C-4, is one of the
eleven companies of the fourth
cus, William H. McCown, Joe D. McLean, John A. regiment.
The Staff will hold a banquet
Marbert, John T. Mayfield, James L. Merchant, John
A. Pinckney, David A. Powers, Clarence E. Putman, tonight at Klutz's Steak House
where PR Col. Cooper, this years'
Lewis M. Redd, David R. Reese, Rufus C. Sherard, regimental commander, will install
James E. Smith, Charles S. Spencer, James N. Town- Ken Powers as next years' regisend, Harold R. Truluck, J. D. Tucker, Joseph B. mental commander and Jim
Walkup, and Norman P. Welborn were tentatively Strickler as next years' executive
officer.

HENDRICKS
WILL HEAD
TIGER BAND

APO Elects
Officers For
Coming Year

Nalley, Powers Delegates To

PR little National" Convention

NOTICE!

NOTICE

Hall Counselors Are Selected

SMEDLEYS REVEALED

named as next year's counselors. Alternates are James
H. Strickler, Daniel F. Frick and Charles Toal.

These students will serve as Junior Counselors for
the remainder of this school year. They have, full
authority to act for counselors in their absence and are
to assist them in the administration of the student regulations. Senior Counselors are encouraged to make
full use of these Junior Counselors and include comments as to their use when making weekly reports.

NOTICE
Students who ran political a<f~
vertisements in the TIGER are reminded that payments must be
made before May 22 or the names
of such students shall be turned
into the Dean of Student Affairs.
Payments may be sent to the following address: THE TIGER, Box
3567, Clemson College.

Bill Neely, Don Gallup, and Tony Vickers are shown just after
the troops found out about their Smedley activities for the
semester. The TIGER was proud and honored to have these
men as Smedleys for the semester. (Photo for TIGER by Brogdon Nichols.)
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

LET'S TALK IT OVER

EDITORIAL
With this issue of TIGER we, the 195859 staff, assume the responsibility of publishing this paper and, in line with tradition, we take this space to give you our
policies for the coming year. It must be
understood that editorial policy, as such,
cannot be defined in a few choice words.
The term encompasses every aspect of a
newspaper, from columns to advertising,
and it would take this entire page to
express, in detail, our intentions. Therefore, for the sake of brevity and simplicity
we will say: there is a plaque on the door
u toe editor's office on which is engraved
a portion of the Bill of Rights, specifically
that part which deals with the freedoms
of religion, speech, and the press. We intend to exercise these rights at all times.
TIGER will always print the truth, no
matter how disagreeable it may appear to
some. We will always endeavor to get the
facts before we take a stand, but if facts
are denied us we will (note this) draw our
conclusions from the information at hand,
and present as unbiased a viewpoint as
possible.
There will be some changes in TIGER
next year that we believe are for the best.
We intend to give you the best newspaper
ever published on this campus, and with
the competent staff that has been chosen
this will be an easy task. Some may not
like or agree with these changes, but in
the long run all changes will be in the
best interests of all concerned.

WSBF Is Boon;
Opinions Welcome

they are very useful for "letting off steam."
So if anyone has a gripe, write to Tom—
he has a patient ear.
This, then, is our pledge to you, the
students of Clemson: to be your voice on
public issues; to print the truth at all
times; to give you a better TIGER for a
greater Clemson.
*******
Elsewhere in this issue there appears
an article on Mr. Harry S. Ashmore, a
graduate of Clemson and a former editor
of this paper. Mr. Ashmore has recently
gained national recognition in receiving
the Pulitzer Prize for journalism and we
of Clemson should be proud to have had
a part in producing such a person. It is
always gratifying to note the successes of
Clemson men, and Mr. Ashmore's accomplishment is of special interest to the
members of this staff.
Any person who takes a stand and
sticks to what he believes should be
commended. Mr. Ashmore did this,
and against some powerful opposition.
It takes courage to become a virtual
lonewolf, but if one believes fully in
his convictions it makes the lonely
road a little easier. Mr. Ashmore had
faith in his ideas, he remained fully
entrenched with these convictions, and
he has now been justly rewarded.
We feel that the college should recognize Mr. Ashmore's accomplishment publicly. Graduation exercises are at hand
and honorary' degrees will be conferred at
that time. It would please us to see Mr.
Ashmore sitting on the stage when these
degrees are given.
R.S.E.

By ED GETTYS
As has been the usual procedure for a new column,
the writer would like to set forth the purposes and goals
for the coming year. This column will, for the greater
part, be devoted to improving Clemson physically and to
provide an introduction to the consideration of those
things which may improve the student body. Criticisms
and opinions will be welcomed at all times
and may be published in the TIGER as
"Letters To Tom."
WSBF BOON TO CAMPUS
A welcome addition to the Clemson
Campus is the new student radio station,
WSBF. It provides an always-needed instrument for student and college communication. In the way of entertainment, the
station has provided some of each type of music, and
other forms are prominent in the near future.

I

HJ
1

SHO WAS A DAUCE- WEEKEND I

WEEKS PEEK

More To Grade Than
Meets The Grade Points

Any means of communication, whether printed or
oral, has a privilege and an obligation to fulfill, that of
raising the standards of the services which it affords the
subscribers. At present, the so-called type of music
known as "rock-n-roll" occupies two hours of the afternoon each weekday. On the other side, Classical music
may be heard for three hours on Sunday afternoon. This
relation is certainly in proportion to the tastes of the
student body, but is this ratio as it should be?

"Rock-n-roll" reflects the cultural level, or, at any
rate, the tastes, of an individual. It is indeed unfortunate
that such a large portion of the students possess these low
By TIM TRIVELY
tastes,
and even more unfortunate that any person who
Grades, representing one-eighth of a
right of knowing where he stands before
has spent at least one year in an institution of higher
student's college education, will be deter- and after a curve? The college has NO
learning should indulge in a form of entertainment which
mined by the faculty this month. Because
NUMERICAL STANDARD for A, B, C, or reflects in a negative way upon their maturity.
of their importance to the student and be- D; and thus, the student has to turn to the
The staff of WSBF is planning a dormitory survey
cause of their effect upon the standard faculty for a standard. The curve can
in order to determine the wishes of the students as to
established by this institution, let's look prove a handy crutch for a professor, for it's their musical preferences. The results of these performcloser into this arbitrary term—the grade.
an excellent way of covering up a medio- ances will determine to a great extent the future program
cre methodology. However, some courses schedule. The survey will be held tonight beginning at
Grades are highly flexible in the hands
are designed to employ a curve to ensure 7:00 o'clock. The choice as to whether we will be satis(EDITOR'S NOTE: The fol- of the individual faculty member, but
maximum coverage with minimum failure. fied with that which is definitely below our mental level
lowing editorial was taken from when graduate status is reached, they are
or whether we will rise above sub-normal rests entirely
the
Wofford
GOLD
AND
By CHARLES SPENCER
In this category too, are found the loyal
paradoxically highly INFLEXIBLE.
BLACK.)
with you, the students.
We hope that everyone read the story elsewhere in
and dedicated faculty men who have made
During this past week-end the
Raw figures formulize a grade, which
IS TAPS CRITICISM JUST?
this'issue of the Tiger about the recent awarding of the iK embers of your newspaper
Clemson a school of higher learning. It
the student's work. This
A great number of comments have been made conPulitzer Prize in journalism to Mr. Harry Ashmore, staff had the opportunity and
should encompass both the is very frustrating to write—Dear Mom cerning the '58 TAPS. Some of these students don't
Clemson '37, for his outstanding work on the Little Rock pleasure of attending the semiannual meeting of the S. C. Colprofessor's and the stu- and Dad, I may get a B or C or D or F seem to realize the tremendous stress under which the
(Ark.) Gazette. If you have not read legiate Press Association at Condent's "ethics of represen- depending upon the prof's curve. Our aim staff members work. Admittedly, there are far too many
this, we suggest that you do so and con- verse College.
tation."
Grades are the should be on comprehension, not curve, mistakes which could have been corrected through more
No great or profound solutions
sider for a moment the story of this true to journalistic problems evolved
^student's visible record of
efficient proof-reading, and for this only TAPS is to
beauty contests notwithstanding.
during the proceedings. Several
course comprehension. And
Clemson man.
blame.
:J*
well-worn problems and situaAnd what's at the end of a curve?
because of this, the grade
We are not suggesting that anyone tions that seem to plague every
Let's not forget that many seniors neglected to turn
should be representative, if The GPR (grade point ratio.) To the stucollege newspaper were simply
idolize Mr. Ashmore or try to imitate his looked at objectively.
mutual integrity between dent it is an inflexible force with no sym- in their activity forms, that the list of seniors was necesThe most glaring problem was
faculty and students is hon- pathy. It is computed by a machine that sarily of those who had applied for diplomas, and that
career—you couldn't if you tried. But
i #
the lack of interest in the student
bear with us as we read between the lines publications and consequently ored. Essentially the grade is the pro- knows no plus or minus. The plus on a the selection of outstanding seniors is traditionally a
TAPS privilege.
I of his story and see if we can't draw out the shortage of "willing work- fessor's arbitrary estimation of a student's final grade (posted) is degrading to a stuers," if you will.
The publication of an annual is an exceedingly diffisome useful guidance for the present generation of ClemPerhaps the thought of pound- oral and written work, the test being made
dent's pride. The plus states emphatically cult task and doubly so when it is an extra-curricular
ing a typewriter in a smoke- out by him, graded to his standard, and
son students.
that the professor was able to grade the activity and when student cooperation is at a minimum.
Are we mistaken, or do we detect in this story some filled room doesn't appeal to uncurved or curved respective to his suc- student within 5% of his total work repreThose members of the TAPS staff do their work when
every student on the Wofford
hint of an overall plan or systematic process of achieve- campus. We will be the first to
sentation. Can any prof, honestly and other students are home for the weekend, enjoying a
cess or failure as a teacher.
ment during his undergraduate years? Could it be possi- admit that fact. However, there
accurately say that his tests were repre- movie, studying for a quiz, or, in many cases, sleeping.
The metaphysical manipulations that
ble that an entering freshman—Rat—came to Clemson are those among us who have
sentative to a degree of 57c? The plus on
talent and capabilities for a grade undergoes during the stress of a
Making a hypercritical comment in a moment of
in 1933 with something of a goal in mind? What about the
a grade is ineffectual to Clemson's methods, indignancy is very understandable; a little foresight and
newspaper writing and yet are
you—freshman, sophomore, junior, or graduating senior? unwilling to express themselves. curve would baffle the best of baseball's but not to her students!
perhaps some swallowing of pride would possibly alleTo begin with, let us discount pros._ The student's reaction—"If the grade
How well do you understand yourself? Your abilities and
viate the situation more effectively. Cooperation with
the
excuse
of
no
time.
If
a
perAnd
what's
at
the
end
of
a
GPR?
For
were representative, why the curve?"
limitations? Your interests and specialties? Your person becomes sincerely interested
those who perform a service at the expense of their
a
few
it
is
its
meaning,
Gone
Past
Resonality and intellect? Do you understand yourself?
in any organization, he will find The student PAYS for education, so is it
grades might help also.
demption.
the time to participate actively in too much to expect that he be granted the
VAST OPPORTUNITIES
it. It would seem that the stuIf you feel that you know you pretty well, what are dents need to regard the college
you doing about it? What we are driving at is this: there newspaper as a major part of
are vast opportunities for personal development at Clem- campus life and consider it a
privilege to be a part of it.
By MANTJK DIARBEKTR1AN
son that many students never seem to realize exist, and
Some would say that the paper
to aim to achieve.
By BILL WEEKS, Associate Student Chaplain
The idea of this interview past instigation of Mr. Jervey.
even fewer seem to take advantage of. At the beginning does not enjoy as much prestige
"The best means of promoting
come
from
an
address
delivered
The
question
presented
to
Mr.
and
importance
as,
say,
the
footShe
hid
behind
the
stone
pillar,
gasping
for
breath.
of a students' freshman year, there is no reason why he
ball team. The full and concen- The lavish home lay in quiet stillness at the noonday by Mr. Frank J. Jervey at the Jervey was: "What is the role Clemson is by way of the stushould not pause and take stock of the situation, and set trated effort of the administraTiger Banquet held last Friday,
certain definite goals for himself. Then work on it; tion in extracurricular activities hour. The woman must find Him before she was caught. May 9th. Mr. Jervey, a past of the present Clemson student dent body itself. It is only
in the making of the college of his through realizing that Clemson
is not directed as it should be
don't let yourself down.
Clutching the box to her side, she glanced around sports editor of The Ti*er, is a choice a more agreeable institu- College is worthy of our praise
member of the Clemson class of
toward
the
student
publications.
Are you one of the people who feels that the campus
for its accomplishments that we
So why should I take part in a the pillar. No one in the hall! Quickly, she ran past 1914. At present Mr. Jervey has tion?"
is run by a small minority of the students? If so, you minor activity?
the stately statues and glittering ornaments and with- retired from business and has Mr. Jervey's reply was: "The will ever be able to progress as
are very intelligent. This campus is run by a small
This may be true. However, drew behind a heavy drapery of royal blue. Close by put all of his efforts into the task only way in which progress can much as we ought to.
"To those of you who are
made is by having students
minority of students. And do you condemn them for it? the administration will not grant came the sounds of laughter and muffled conversation. of promoting Clemson College. be
The proof of his capacity lies in realize that Clemson is some- graduating, remember that your
additional funds to the PublicaThen we must cease to agree with you. These are the tions Board or construct air- Within the next room she would see Him. Fear seemed the ceramic building and the thing to be proud of. We all association with Clemson does
people who realize that a college education is not com- conditioned news rooms unless to reach out and clutch her trembling soul.
newly-donated chemical engi- cherish the friendships we make not cease when you receive your
neering building, both of which while at college, but do we cher- diploma, but it is strengthened
plete with four years' residence and 150 credits. These they are imposed with a subApproaching the wide entrance, she pulled back the were given to the college by the ish the college itself in the same through your entrance into th«
are the people who like to work with people, and who stantial demand by the entire
student body. This demand can- curtain and saw the men around the heavily laden table. Olin Foundation through the fashion? This is what we have large family of Clemson alumni."
think enough of themselves to go out and get the very not be in the simple, easy form
She recognized them at a glance! The feared ruler of the
best.
of a petition. It must be eviPharisees,
the intelligent Senatorian, the tax collector,
denced in the amount of cooperaTIGER EDITOR
tion by the students at large, the the priest, and the jovial merchant. And then she saw
of students taking part the Jew. He lay upon His couch with His back to her, but
A final look at Mr. Ashmore's student record shows number
in their publications, and the
among other things that he was on the Tiger staff for quality of the finished product. she recognized Him—the home-spun robe, the dark complexion, and the voice that had arrested her attention two
four years. He undoubtedly realized that the Tiger could
Martin Banks
C/tfTOOft A m M
"M§ Hwirt For
days ago.
help him on the road to achievement in his particular
chosen field. His determination resulted in his being
Fear told her to run, but she must not. Mustering up
Member Sooth Carolina Collegiate Press Association
Member Associated Collegiate Press
editor his senior year. (Have you made a sincere effort
all the courage within her being, she approached the
Tounded
by
the
Class
of
1W7
and
published
weekly during the school year by Students of Clemson CoHeft.
to take advantage of the organization connected with
couch with the "alabaster box of ointment, and stood at The TIGER la South Carolina's oldest college newspaper,
its claim, '•The South'g Most Interesting- College Newspaper," If
your major interest?) He not only was editor of Tiger,
His feet behind Him weeping, and began to wash His feet
based on circulation, comments and general attitude of those who read It.
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the administration or the college.
but was a state officer for the collegiate press association
with tears, and did wipe them with the hairs of her head,
and was president of the honorary society in that field.
and. kissed His feet, and annointed them with the ointEDITOR
Maybe we can't all be this successful, but we can do Q. I am a Korea veteran with a ment" The city nobles recoiled in their seats. The PhariRonnie Ellis
service-connected disability not
our best.
COLUMNIST
severe enough to warrant com- see rose, clutching his cup. "Great day! Does this so- BUSINESS MANAGER MANAGING EDITOR ASSC"TVTE EDITOR
Tim Trively
Ed Gettys
Jerry Ausband
George Heron
He realized he needed a broader social and cultural pensation payments. Would that called prophet know who this sinful woman is? I won't
COPY & LAYOUT
COLUMNIST
qualify me for special GI insur- allow such a filthy record of sin in my house!" he blasted
SPORTS
EDITOR
NEWS
EDITOR
contact, so he joined C.D.A. and was again successful. ance for disabled Korea veterans?
Charlie Spencer
Ronnie Hillhouse
Richard Shick
Lee Clyburn
within himself.
(There is opportunity for every student to develop him-

TIGER will always welcome outside
comments from our readers, especially
from the student body. Letters to Tom
are always welcome and one will find that

TALK OF THE TOWN

Interest In
Publications
Is Lagging

Take Advantage Of
What Clemson Offers

A Word To The Wise

Clemson And You

The m Tiger

Veteran'<

Corner

self socially through this and other organizations, such
as the area clubs, religious clubs, and similar societies.)
And finally he was recognized for all-round leadership
by membership in Blue Key Fraternity.
Clemson man, are you taking advantage of all the
possibilities for personal development available to the
average student? Have you made your plans for next
fall to broaden your interests and make a better man of
yourself? If not, why not?

*

A. Yes. A noncompensable service-connected disability would
qualify you for the special insurance, so long as it isn't a dental
condition rated for purposes of
treatment only.
Q. I served in the WAVES during World War II and am the
widow of aWorld War II veteran
and have not remarried. Can I get
two GI loans?
A. No. You are entiled to only
one GI loan under the law.

Jesus turned and spoke to Simon. In His face
was no hatred but only love and pity. Looking upon
the woman, He said, "Thy sins are forgiven; thy faith
hath saved thee. Go in peace." She quietly arose
and walked around the table into the street. Deep in
her soul reigned a peace that many among us seek
today—a peace that can only come through a lifechanging experience with the Son of God.
(A Paraphrase of Luke 7:36-50)
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CAMPUS CHARACTERS

"Gus" Moore Active In
Campus Organizations
By RALPH HOLLAND
George Augustus Moore, better known as "Gus," a
resident of Clearwater, Florida, graduates in June of this
year with a B.S. in Arts and Sciences with majors in the
fields of economics and history.
"Gus" graduated from
Clearwater High School, after
which he entered the army
After seeing service in the
Far East, he came to Clemson
to complete his formal education. He is known to be outspoken in his traditional Republican political views and
in his enjoyment of heckling
various professors of economics.
"Gus" has been associated
with both the Veterans Club
and The Tiger ever since his
freshman year. In his junior
year Gus was elected to Sigma
Tau Epsilon and the Numeral Society. Also in that year
he joined the TIGER Senior Staff as Circulation Manager
and was elected Secretary-Treasurer of the Veteran's
Club. He also M.C.'ed the Junior Follies and entered the
Army ROTC program.
His Senior year saw him elevated to the presidency
of the Veteran's Club and to the editorship of TIGER. He
became a member of the Council of Club Presidents, the
Society of Advancement of Management ,and the Executive Board of the Numeral Society. He also was appointed
as a cadet officer on the ROTC Regimental Staff.
Being an ROTC cadet after seeing active duty in the
Army seems at first to be a paradox, but it is Gus' way
of preparing for his future profession. His plans include
that of being a career Infantry officer, and his enthusiasm
seems catching.
Other plans for the future include one that brings a
gleam to his eye whenever he hears the name "Dian."
At the moment he is busy trying to convince Miss Dian
Hadfield, a hometown girl, that she is in dire need of a
good husband, and he claims to be just the man.
When asked about TIGER, Gus commented that, "I
honestly believe that TIGER is one of the most potent
forces to advance the needs and desires of the student
body as a whole, and as an excellent medium of communication between the student body and the administration.
It publishes the student's views in a fashion that can hardly be overlooked."
"To be editor of TIGER is the highest honor that I
have received here at Clemson, and I only hope that I
have made proper use of the position. My job has been
made easier this year by the help and cooperation shown
me by Mrs. Sybil Albert of the Dean of Student Affairs'
office."

A. H. Cross Will
Head Future Farmers
At the April meeting of the Clemson College Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America the officers for the
school year 1958-59 were elected.
The President-elect is Andrew
,H. Cross, a rising senior in vocational agriculture education from
Cross. Assisting him will be the
Fist Vice-president Billy R. Abercrombie, a vocational agriculture
education major from Fountain
Inn and the Second Vice-president
Hugh P. McClimon, a vocational
agriculture education major from
Greer. The Treasurer's office will
be filled by Vaughn L. Carmiehael,
a VAE major from Johnstown,
Penn, and Vanik S. Eaddy, a VAE
major from Lake City will be the
organization's Secretary. The Reporter's and Sentinel's posts will
be filled by VAE majors George C.
Bedenbaugh of Leesville and Joe
E. White of Clover, respectively.
OFFICERS INSTALLED
These officers were installed by
► retiring President Billy R. Aber[crombie at the regular May meet-

ling.
Organization plans for the coming year Include a letter that will
be sent to all incoming Freshmen
who might be prospective members
and a drive to increase the interest
of members already on the campus. The major goal, however,
shall be to train prospective teachers in their duties as local advisors
of high school chapters and to develop rural agricultural leadership
among our college students.

NTMS Elects
1958-59 Officers
The National Textile Manufacturing Society has elected officers for the coming year. The
new president is David A. Powers, a rising senior in textile
manufacturing from L a m a r.
Wayne Freed, a rising senior in
textile engineering from Aiken
was
elected
Vice-President.
Dong Wha Kim, a rising senior
from Seoul, Korea, has been
elected the new secretary and
James A. Bell, a rising junior in
textile engineering from Garlinburg, Tenn., is the new treasurer
of the organization.

D. H. Turner
Gets SAME Award

Page

CLEMSON CAMPUS EXPANDS

Alpha Psi Omega Holds|
Drop-ins After Dances

Douglas H. Turner, Army ROTC
senior from Blacksburg, has been
selected to receive the Society of
American Military Engineers
Award, only 10 of which are awarded nationally each year.
A cadet captain, Turner is commander of the year's best drilled
company at Clemson, rated by a
federal inspection team last
month. He is a Distinguished
Military Student and has been accepted for a regular Army commission in June.
The SAME award will be presented at ROTC Recognition Day
ceremonies here May 16.

Celebrating open house this past week-end, Kappa Psil
Cast of Alpha Psi Omega, the national dramatics fratern-l
ity, held two drop-ins followed by a breakfast after the|
Saturday night dance.

Commencement'
(Continued from page 1)
Coker College Board of Trustees,
secretary-treasurer of the Coker
College Endowment Fund, director
of the National Fibre Can and
Tube Association and National Association. He will receive the
Doctor of Industries degree.
Lunz, native of Charleston, has In the aerial photograph taken sometime last was given by Olin Foundation; and the white
served Bears Bluff Laboratories fall are shown the new construction being done areas on the right around the stadium show
since 1940. A graduate of the Col- on the Clemson College Campus. The Circle at where 18,000 more seats are being added to
lege of Charleston, he was curator the top represents the new structural Science bring "Death Valley" up to » 38,000 seating
(Photo courtesy Clemson News
of Crustacea, Charleston Museum, Building which will be ready by next fall; the capacity.
at the top is the location for Earl Hall, Bureau.)
from 1932 to 1948. He also served square
the new chemical engineering building, which
as consulting biologist for the UJS.
Engineers, Bureau of Ships (USN)
and the Texas A. & M. Research
Foundation. He was a member of
the Smithsonian-Hartford Expedi
tion to the West Indies in 1938.
Winner of the Jefferson Award
for research In 1941, he has received grants from the South Caro
Una Academy of Science, Charles
ton Scientific and Cultural Educa
The Clemson College ceramic engineering department has evolved in 10 years
tional Foundation and Fellow Gug
genhelm Memorial Foundation. He from a 'basement corner' in a civil engineering laboratory to a modern instructional
has been a member of the Atlantic and research plant—perhaps second to none in the world. Coinciding with the departStates Marine Fisheries Commis- ment's 10-year observance this year is the five-year anniversary of a $630,000 grant from
sion since 1949. He will receive
the Olin Foundation.
the Doctor of Science degree.
McBride, born near Mayesville The gift, used to build and equip
in Sumter County, has been with the ceramic building, was com- lege's Board of Trustees and the Practical undergraduate work is
Seaboard since 1915, and general memorated here April 12 when an Olin Foundation of Minneapolis. done in pilot, mineral dressing,
agricultural agent since 1924. He appreciation luncheon will honor In 1948, recognizing the lack of strength, furnace and general
is a product of Florence schools Olin trustees—Dr. Charles L. Horn, trained men in ceramic industries, laboratories, and machine shop.
Minneapolis, president; Dr. James the trustees approved a major pro- Research operations are based in
and a 1914 Clemson graduate.
He is past-president of the Rail- O. Wynn, New York, vice-presi- gram in ceramic engineering—ex- completely-equipped research
way development Association of dent; and Ralph Clark, Chicago, clusive in the state—and turned analytical, precision testing and
out its first graduate in 1950.
electronic laboratories.
the Southeast and Indiantown De- treasurer.
velopment Company; is a former
The Olin Foundation made its Enrollment has increased from a
PROF. ROBINSON
director of Georgia, Florida, and
Prof. G. C. Robinson, head of huge grant in 1953, with approxi- baptismal class of three in 1948 to
Alabama Railroad and the Clem- department, came to Clemson in mately $180,000 of the gift going the current high, 129. Robinson,
son Alumni Corporation; and is 1946, to institute new activity in into equipment. The building was a graduate of North Carolina State,
an honorary life member of the South Carolina's mineral develop- named in tribute to Franklin W. and his staff, Dr. Hugh Wilson and
Agricultural Society of South Caro- ment. The state's metallic re- Olin, whose name the foundation Clifford Fain, also teach 400 adlina.
ditional students in elective coursources were known to be few, but bears.
Dr. Turnipseed, a graduate of mineral and non-metallic mater- RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT ses. The second year attracted
Clemson's first class In 1898, was ials, Robinson found, offered a - Facilities in Olin Hall serve two seven and enrollment had apreceived into the South Carolina "wide assortment." Kaolin, already purposes. They provide for educa- proached 50 when Robinson moved
Methodist Conference and ordain- being mined extensively at the tion of students, and for research his already-expanding operations
ed a deacon in 1902 at Newberry, time, was being shipped out-of- and development. Accordingly, into new Olin Hall.
ordained and elder in 1904 at Dar- state and shipped back in the form academic facilities include a librThe Clemson program has
lington, and retired by the 1950 of finished products.
ary, office space for staff, three at- emerged fully-accredited, lauded
Conference. He later organized
Establishing a Clemson depart- tractive classrooms, and a design by industries hiring its graduates
the Northside Methodist in Greenment
would foster the goal of local room. One of the classrooms can and rated, by national educators,
ville, and served it for four years.
manufacture
of native raw ma- be converted into a 110-seat audi- at or near the top in ceramic faciThe chapel there bears his name.
torium.
lities.
He was secretary of the upper terials, eliminate me two-way
shipping costs, provide wages for
South Carolina Conference for 16
year, a Lander College Trustee new workers and direct research
for nii.e years, and five-time mem- toward better utilization of South
ber of the General Conference of Carolina's mineral wealth.
Sharing this vision were the col
v9na,lnc«/iA
the Methodist Church. He was
Lander president from 1923 » 1927.
takable Mantovani style. Over
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
five thousand music-lovers attended the concert.
(Honorable Mention)
(Continued from page 1)
TWEED—THE TYPICAL
the epidemic. On the whole the
CLEMSON STUDENT
college was not as hard hit as
other schools within the state, Although the sta^f thought that
but a noticeable decline in class Fred Tweed should have been
attendance lasted for an approxi- mentioned in the 'op ten, it was
mate two week period.
generally felt thit the present
(9) RICHARD MALTBY PLAYS selections were better since they
FOR MID-WINTERS
all pertain strict^ to the colThis year at the Mid-Winters lege. The activities of one of
Richard Maltby made his second our most outstanding students,
"Always A Tiger's Friend"
appearance on campus. Maltby Fred V. Tweed, cannot be overSouth Main Street
Anderson, S. C.
is not only one of the most talen- looked. Therefcre the staff
ted musicians of the day, but also awards him honorable mention.
one of the most imaginative.
Accompanying Maltby was Mary
Mazza a featured vocalist who
combines an outstanding singing
voice with superb musicianship.
(10) MANTOVANI
GIVES CONCERT
Mantovani appeared at Clemson as the third presentation of
the 1958-1959 Clemson Concert
Series. With his forty-five piece
orchestra he has made two
American tours and recorded sixteen best-selling LP albums for
English Decca. Among his renditions were such well-known
songs as "Clair de Lune," "Love
is a Many Splendored Thing,"
"Around the World," and many
others, all played in the unmis-

Ceramic Engineering School
Marks 10 Years Of Growth

Highlighting the Friday night
drop-ins was a showing of four
paintings from the Thomas Green
Clemson collection. Presented were
the following: Portrait of a Boy
attributed to Velasquez by Mrs.
Clemson, and attributed to Otto
Van Veen by Dr. Valentiner of the
North Carolina Museum of Art;
Landscape, French By Claude Lorrain (Mrs. Clemson) or by a follower of Lorrain (Dr. Valentiner);
Landscape by Thomas Fearnley;
Madonna and Angels by Rubens
(Mrs. Clemson) or by a student
of Rubens, Cornelius Schut (Dr.
Valentiner).
In the newly remodeled club
room also is art work by Kemp
Mooney, a first year architect;
crayon-and-ink presentations by
Glenn McGee and Alan Marshall,
third year architects; and a mural
by Jock Wilson, second year architect. A tim mobile by Kemp
Mooney is suspended above the
bar, which glows with lights behind muslin.
This week new members will be
elected, and next Tuesday evening
following initiation, pledges will
give a party for the old members.

• Lowest fares of all public
transportation!
• Frequent departures! Quickest time to many cities!
• Air-conditioned comfort;
picture-window sightseeing;
fully equipped restroom;
on all Scenicruiser Service's
schedules!

TIGER

Compare these low, low fares!

Greenville
Spartanburg _
Columbia
Myrtle Beach
Greenwood
Sumter .

_ 90c*
..$1.75'
..$3.45'
-$7.50*
. $2.40*
$4.75*

•one-way fare, plus tax

IT'S SUCH A COMFORT TO TAKE THE BUS...
AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US I

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

Sale

Five members of the Forestry I
Club attended the first Southern
Forestry Conclave at Rock Eagle |
State Park, Georgia. Guy Sabin,
Claude Crapps, Mike Mangum,
Bill Bruner, Garland Gravely, and
the club advisor, Carl Dalton, represented Clemson.
The forestry field day featured
various contests, such as timber
estimation, lopping and bucking,
crosscut sawing, dendrology, log
birling, and other crafts useful to
a woodsman. And Forester Prizes
were given for first, second and
third places in each event. A floating trophy was presented to the
winner of the overall contest and
both first and second place winners received chain saws.
Eight southern schools were represented at the conclave which,
in the future, may become one of
the largest college forestry attractions in the southeast. The host
school was the University of Georgia.

GET THE JUMP
ON VACATION FUN
...GO GREYHOUND9!

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

Try Charcoal Steaks
"A Specialty"

FIVE ATTEND
FORESTRY
CONCLAVE

2C

CLEMSON BUS STATION

Brainstorm f No matter how much
baggage you're taking homeGreyhound can take It all!

Clemson, S. C.—Phone 5220

A new idea in smoking...

refreshes your taste

We Appreciate Your Business
This School Year!
Brown and Gray Cord Suits Just Arrived!
Also, Swim Trunks with Zipper

JUDGE KELLER - Clemson, S. C.

GET YOUR REMINGTON R0LLECTRIC
At

L. C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
Created by B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

REGULAR PRICE

Trade-in Allowance
ON AN OLD ELECTRIC SHAVER

$32.50

$5.00

meithol fresh
•rich tobacco taste
• most modern filter

Refreshing! Yes, the smoke of a Salem is as refreshing to your taste as a dewsparkled Spring morning is to you! Now get the rich tobacco taste you love, with
a new surprise softness and easy comfort. Through Salem's pure-white modern
filter flows the freshest taste in cigarettes. You take a puff . . . it's Springtime!

Smoke refreshed... Smoke Salem

i
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Bengals Receive Many Honors, Have Several Stars
| By TOM GLENN AND MICKEY COSTAS
Thus ends another year here at Clemson, and along
I with it closes a year of sports long to be remembered in
the hearts of Clemson men. As we recap the past season,
it is hoped that the glories, the sorrows, the honors, the
heroes—the Clemson Spirit will be something to be remembered and cherished.

HIGHLIGHTS OF PAST YEAR IN SPORTS

Sonny Sumner Outstanding Tig
Netman In Conference Tourney

Looking back over the final
I statistics for the football season,
it is apparent that the Tigers of
I Clemson under the tutoring of
Coach Frank Howard enjoyed
one of the most colorful and successful gridiron seasons ever
witnessed here at Clemson.
From the opening game with
Presbyterian until the final game
with Furman, the Tigers packed
into ten games a total of 216
points and allowed the opposition only 78 points.
John Grdijan, the Tiger cocaptain, was without a doubt the
most outstanding lineman for
the Bengals. At the end of the
season, Grdijan was named to the
All-A.C.C. first team in addition
to being an honorable mention
All-American.
In the Tiger backfield, sophomore Harvey White was the outstanding performer. White was
also on the first All-A.C.C. team
and was an honorable mention
All-American. He was also named
state 'Back of the Week' three
consecutive times.
The next week the young
Tigers met their first test and
came out on the short end of
the score losing to North Carolina by a score of 26-0. However, the Clemson "eleven"
bounced back to almost defeat
the number one team in the
conference. The 13-7 loss was
really a victory for the Tigers
as they were now showing signs
of improvement.
As the four-game road trip
approached, the Tiger coaching
staff eagerly awaited a continuation of the "testing of the Tigs."
Against Virginia, Clemson scored an easy 20-6 victory. Bob
Spooner carried the offensive
load along with White. Then

came "Big Thursday." The U.
S. C. Gamecocks were slight favorites with their experienced
backfield and line. However, at
the end of the game the Tigers
were on top for the third year in
a row by a 13-0 score. Again
the outstanding player of the
game was White.
Probably the most outstanding
game of the year was the Clemson-Rice
game
in
Houston,
Texas. Again the underdog Tigers, outfought a nationally
ranked team and came out on
top by a 20-7 score. However,
Sonny Quesenberry was injured
and did not see any more action
during the season. The next week
the Tigers lost a close game to
Duke. If anything but the final
score had counted the Tigers
would have won this game.
As Homecoming rolled around,
the Tigers recorded their first
victory over Maryland, 26-7. The i
next week the Tigers had a se-1
vere scare, but rallied in the
final two minutes to turn back
Wake Forest, 13-6. In the final
game with Furman, again the
entire team had a field day as
the final score showed the score
to be another victory for Clemson, 45-6.
Although several key players
were lost by graduation, it is the
general opinion of all Tiger fans have turned in an amazing 16-5 perience needed to make a team
that the 1958 team will be just record, and a 12-3 conference among the A.C.C., it seemed it
as good if not better than that of record.
would be a dark year for the
the past season.
Outstanding players for the Bengal Basketeers, but the new
As spring rolled around, the Tigers this season have been sophomores did not let Coach
The Tigers went to the GameTiger athletic department pre- junior pitcher, Harold Stowe and Maravich down.
cock's Roost last Friday to bring
pared for baseball and track. shortstop Bud Spiers, a senior.
The Wolfpack of North Car- home another win for Clemson.
The baseball, which can finish Stowe has been the ace of the olina State was the first big The Bengals clawed South Carono worst than second and possi- Tiger mound staff with an amaz- team to feel the stunning blow lina into a defeat of 9-2.
bly first,, has been the surprise ing 10-2 won-lpst record. Stowe's of the new Tiger team, then
The Bengals took over the game
of the spring sports.
10-2 record is good enough to the Gamecocks of South Caro- from the very outset to show the
Led by their new coach, Bill give him a tie in the conference lina could not get away from Birds that they meant business. In
of the most wins in a season. the ripping of the Tigers in the first inning the Clemson team
Spiers has a healthy batting the Gator Bowl. When the got four runs and never let South
average of an even .300 and has Bengals met the Terrapins of
Maryland and defeated the
hit four home-runs.
their par, and the team lost
very close matches. The BenOn the cinders, the Tigers en- seventh ranked team in the
gal golfers have won three
joyed a successful season even nation it was a surprise to the
matches and lost four, which
though they failed to retain their whole country. The Tigers
is a very good record comstate championship. Under Coach took the runner-up spot in two
paring with the past years.
Banks McFadden. the thinclads of the tournaments that they
played in over the season.
When the Tigers went to the
won three meets and lost one.
Some, 6,000 spectators turned up under the hot 80 They placed second in the state The team was plagued with S. C. State Golf Match they
degrees weather to see the Maryland Terrapins take the meet and fifth in the conference many difficulties and lost sev- brought back to Clemson the
eral important games by less than third place, and they played
annual Atlantic Coast Track Meet. The Terps, relying meet.
five points. The Tigers played against some very tough compeOutstanding
for
the
Tiger
on team depth, proved that they are still the kingpins of
tiackmen were javelin ace Paul their best ball against the best tition to lose the match by sevACC track as they amassed some 72% points to give them Snyder, who reset the school rec- teams and lost some of them, and eral strokes. The competition
fourth victory in the past five years.
ord and his own record by throw- when they met the less superior proved too much for the Bengals
ing the javelin 214 feet, 6 inches. teams they did not play their when they went to the A.C.C.
In a close battle for second place
Sophomore John Dunkleburg, best brand of ball and lost some Tournament, and they could not
the Duke Blue Devils scored a to- last years record and take second
of these games.
play their best match of the
Wilbur Simmons, the Tigers was probably the most outstandtal of 44 points to place ahead of
(Continued on page 5)
This
year
the
team
was
helped
ing
runner
on
the
team.
He
lost
hurdles
star
took
second
in
the
the University of North Carolina
220 low hurdles. Walt Tyler and the 440 yard dash only once dur- most by the sharp eye of Vince
with 37.
Yockel, and the smoothness of
With 23 points, the Tigers wound Dale Tinsley placed second and ing the regular season. He was George Krajack.
also
a
steady
winner
in
the
880
fourth
respectively
in
the
two
up fifth behind South Carolina who
run and was the "old reliable"
This year's Clemson golfers
had a total of 24 points. Close be- mile run. Wayne Bishop of North
on the mile relay team.
were hurt by some of their
Carolina
the
event
with
a
record
hind the Tigs was Virginia with
The relay team composed of mistakes, but they played
22%. N. C. State ended up with time of 9:19.9.
Of the remaining events three Robert Chapman, John Beason, some of the best golf seen
only two points while Wake Forother records were broken. In the Walt Uhlig, and Dunkleberg set around the Clemson campus.
est failed to score.
shot put Ed Cooke of Maryland a new state record. Their time The Tigers were hardly ever
Dukes Dave Sime became the topped favorite Dave Coates of for the mile was 3:20.7.
together in any of the matches.
individual standout of the meet
This year the basketball team When one of the members was
South Carolina by only a half an
as he coppd both dashes and set a inch as both broke last years re- was the one for upsets. With only having a good day the rest of
new record in the javelin of 212 cord throws. Cooke's throw reach- five men returning with the ex- the team could not play up to
feet 10 inches. His time on the ed 55 feet 2 inches.
100 yd. dash tied the record he set
The high jump was boosted to
in 1955, 0:09.5.
Jantzen Bathing Suits and T-Shirts
6 feet 5 inches, some three inches
Also setting a new javelin reabove the previous record jump.
cord but only taking second was Don Goodroe of Carolina ran the
Arrow White Wash-and-Wear Shirts
standout, Paul Snyder of Clem120 high hurdles in 0:14.3, a tenth
son. His through reached 212 of a second below his existing refeet 8 inches, still some two feet
cord.
over last years record. Snyder
has thrown a toss over 214 feet
this season.
PARAMOUNT PRESENTS
The Tigs John Dunkleburg had
to settle for third as UNC's Wayne
Bishop took the 440 in 0:48.1. South
Carolina's Buddy Mayfield passed
the pre-meet favorite in the last
ten yards to cop second.
The mile relay which was expected to be one of the best events
proved to be just that as the Duke
team set a new record of 3:17.0.
The Tigers strong relay team of
Chapman, Uhlig, Beason, and
Dunkleburg who have already
broken the school record three
times this year ran a 3:19.7 to tie

Making the best appearance for
the Bengal racketeers, unseeded
Sonny Sumner moved to the quarter finals of the Atlantic Coast
Conference tennis tournament before falling to runner-up Don
Khomhilt of Duke 6-4, 6-4 Favorite, Bob Bortner, a North Carolina
senior, breezed through the singles
championship with a straight set
6-2, 6-3, 6-3 victory over Rhomhilt, and then, with teammate
Steve Banks, captured the doubles
title in a well fought 6-2, 6-3, 4-6,
6-2 match over Rhomhilt and Dick
Katz.
Sixth seeded Mohammed Nasim of Clemson became the victim of an opening day upset as
unseeded Dick Makepeace of
North Carolina State scored a
7-5, 4-6, 6-4 victory over' the
Pakistanian star.
Sumner and Nasim, as a team,
played sharp tennis to move into

the semi-finals in the doubles
competition. However, the final
day saw the Bengal pair fall to
Duke's Rhomhilt and Katz in
straight sets, 6-3, 7-5.
Sumner, the Tigs number one
star, downed three conference
players before falling to Rhomhilt. Walt Connor of Wake Forest was the only one of these
three to take over two games
from the powerful Sumner as
he was downed 6-1, 6-3. Sumner's loss to Rhomhilt was his
second to the Duke star this season, the first being a very close
three set affair in a team scheduled match.
Dr. Henry T. Clark of North
Carolina presented trophies to the
winners, including one to North
Carolina for winning the conference championship in regular season play.

Tigers Trounce Bird

Thinclads Place Fifth
In ACC Track Meet

Carolina get a chance to break the
Tiger's winning streak.
Ed lakey of the Tigers went
all the way to win and allowed
only seven hits to be scattered
throughout the game. At times
he did get wild, walking nine
men, but when men were on base
he bore down on the Gamecocks
and would not allow them more
than their two runs for the
night.
Jim Craig of South Carolina
could not hold the Tigers at bay
and allowed them twelve hits and
all of their runs.
Bailey Hendley was the big gun
for the Bengals in this game pacing the Tiger's attack on "Fort
Chicken" with a double and two
singles.
The win was Clemson's 16th of
the season with only four losses
for the year. This win gave the
Tiger's an 11 wins to two losses in
the A.C.C. competition, and it left
the Birds with a three won to a
ten loss record in the loop.

Mennen Spray Deodorant for Men keeps
on working all day long—working to
prevent odor, working to check perspiration.
For this non-stop protection, get Mennen!
60c and M.00
WIN $25! For each college cartoon situation
submitted and used! Show how Smedley gels the bruthoffi
Send sketch or description and name, address and college to
The Mennen Company, c/o "Smedley", Morristown, N. J.

Light into that Live Modern flavor

HOKE SLOAN - - CLEMSON, S. C.

JAMES 5TEWART
KIM NDVAK
IN ALFRED HITCHtDCiCE
MASTERPIECE

WILBUft JUST WOKE UP TO
THE FACT THAT HE'S IN CLASS!

KEEP ALERT FOR A

PUFF BY PUFF

BETTER POINT AVERAGE!
Don't let that "drowsy feeling" cramp your style in class
.. . Ot when you're "hitting
the books". Take a NoDoz
Awakened In a few minutes,
jrou'll be your normal best...
wide awake . . . alert! Yotat
doctor will tell yoifc*-NoDoz
Awakeners ate safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handy!
15 TABLETS, 35c
15 tablets
h ham}; tin

NOpOZ
AWAKtNtRS

VERTIEU
ALECCOPPEUSAMUELTAYLOR-TECHNI

TODAYS L&M GIVES YOU. ••

Less tars
&
More taste

They said it couldn't be done ... a cigarette with
such an improved filter... with such exciting taste.
But L&M did it!
L&M's patented filtering process electrostatically
places extra filtering fibers crosswise to the stream
of smoke ... enabling today's L&M to give you—
puff by puff — less tars in the smoke than ever
before. Yet L&M draws easy... delivering you the
clean rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette
tobaccos. The best tasting smoke you'll ever find.
01958

LIGGETT

&

MYERS TOBACCO CO.

SPIERS CUTS AWAY
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Tigers' Hopes Dimmed,
Then Renewed Light

mm

By RICHARD SHICK
The hope of winning the ACC baseball title momentarily slipped through the hands of the Clemson Tigers
when they weakened in the first and seventh innings to
let the Duke Blue Devils score a total of seven runs, while
scoring only one run themselves.

By RICHARD SHICK

WELL DONE
Beginning with this issue of TIGER the new regime
(the '58-'59 Senior Staff) takes over the responsibility for
the publication of the Clemson Student Body Newspaper.
The Sports Staff extends, in this, the last edition
! for this year, congratulations to our retiring leader
for a job well-done. He accomplished many things
to better the sports department here on TIGER letting nothing come before TIGER. This is the only
way one can truly do his best.
He possessed, to the utmost degree, the most important element of a sports writer, that is, the love of sports.
No one can write about sports unless he follows and loves
the game.
The new Sports Staff promises to do their best to
carry on this fine work, better if it be possible and
keep up the traditions of Clemson, the greatest institution in the world.
As the new Sports Editor, I look forward to next
year's association with TIGER and Clemson's Athletic
Department. After spending the past few weeks with
both of these fine organizations, I can truthfully say
that this promises to be one of the most pleasant and
lasting associations that I shall encounter during my college career. This is truly an honor.

Bud Spiers, Clemson's outstanding shortstop,
swings at an inviting pitch in one of Clemson's
earlier games. Bud, considered to be the top
shortstop in the ACC, is leading the Bengals in

RBI's with 24, home runs with 4 and hitting at
a, .323 clip. He has been one of the key players
on this year's team, which is having such a
fine season.

Spiers ,Wilson Topnotch
At Plate Or In Field

By BOB BURNS
The windup of the 1958 conference baseball season has
been probably the most successful in the history of the
Bengal Baseballers—a season in which the Tigs can wind
up with no less than a tie for the ACC title. And along
with the ending of this season, two of the finest baseball
prospects to ever leave Tigertown, Bud Spiers and Larry
Much has been said on Clemson's school spirit. But Wilson, will close out their career of college baseball.
how many stand by the team, win or lose? How many Wilson, playing the role of left
turn out to cheer the team on, even though they may be field, wound up one of his most field and finally wound up his
college career as a top notch left
experiencing a losing season? Not many, we hate to say. successful seasons for the pow- fielder.
erful Tigers with a .235 batting
How many can leave a game after their team has average. For the past three years
"1 would like to play prolost, still congratulating the players for the fine game Larry has been not only a regu- fessional ball, according to the
lar starter but key player in the chances I might get," was Wilthey played? When someone walks side by side with
son's opinion on making future
Bengal lineup.
the players of the losing team, or casually comes up
baseball plans. During the
A native of Wellford, S. C,
summer, Wilson, along with
to one of them later and says, "You played a good
Wilson began his baseball caseveral other Tig starters,
reer some nine or ten years
game," this is an expression of true Clemson Spirit.
played semi-pro baseball in
ago when, at the age of twelve,
The majority of the student body turned out this year he
the Western Carolina League.
played in a scout league.
to cheer the, football, baseball and track teams on, only As the years passed by, Larry
At fourteen, in his first year
because they could watch Clemson win. But the basket- starred three seasons for Dun- of Legion ball, Wilson made
improvement in his playball, tennis and several other minor sports were pitifully can High School and was a much
standout in four years of Le- ing capabilities. However, durattended; they weren't winning.
gion ball at Greer. Incidental- ing the past few years at ClemMaybe if someone would have been there to see them ly, in his second year of Le- son, Larry felt that he learned
Win, they may have had that extra little bit of incentive gion ball, he was selected as more and developed a better atan all-district player and dur- titude toward baseball from
to win.
ing his last year his team made Coach Wilhelms instructions.
Think about some of these questions and see if
Shortstop Bud Spiers, from
the state district finals.
Throughout his baseball career Cameron, S. C, although getthe shoe fits you.
ting off to a slow start in his
Next year, new faces will be scattered among the Wilson has been quite a utility first two seasons here at Clemplayer, capable of playing both
old familiar ones on the various teams. Let's show them the infield and outfield. While son, but still playing regularthat they are not forgotten by the students by being there playing high school and Legion ly, undoubtedly had his best
to cheer them on and offer encouragement when they ball Larry stayed mainly at first year in college baseball during
base, with the exception of his the present season as he wound
need it.
last year at Greer when he play- up with a .323 batting average.

WHAT ABOUT SCHOOL SPIRIT!

Stowe Gets Tenth Win
As Tigs Crush Furman
When the Hornets of Furman came to Clemson
Thursday they were met with the expert pitching of
Clemson southpaw—Harold Stowe. After their visit
High Schoolers had to return with another defeat to
tune of 11-6.
Stowe pitched for the first five
innings and left the ball game
in the hands of the Tigers with
an 8-0 lead. This was Stowe's
big Number Ten win of the season, and this gave him a tie with
the Atlantic Coast Conference
record for the most wins in a
season. Only three hits were gotten from Stowe, and he walked
only one man. This win gave
the Bengals a 15-4 record.
The Hornest tried to pull the
game out of the fire before it was
too late, but they were unable to
turn the tables on the determined
Tigers. Stowe was relieved by Teak
Edgeworth who let the Hornets get
six hits—three of which were home
runs, and it was Jack Gardner who
finally slowed the Hornets down.
After two outs in the ninth he
loaded the bases by giving them
three free trips to first base. It
was all over for the Hornets when
Tom Zall came to the plate and
hit a long fly into the waiting glove
of right fielder Bailey Hendley for
the final out of the game.
The Furman team was plagued
with four big errors which did not
help their game at anytime, but it
did help to get the Tigers on the
top where they should be at all

last
the
the
the

times. These errors did not slow
the Hornets down for three of the
men (Horton, Sutton, and Weir)
got home runs from the Tigers.
Weir was the big man in the High
School line up with two hits for
fcur times at the plate bringing
in four of Purman's runs, and
when he got on base he stole one
to try to get the Hornets back into
the ball game.

Intramurals
End This Week

ed third base. Since coming to
Clemson he has occupied three
positions, first base, and right
and left fields. During his freshman year and his last nine
games as a junior, he played at
first base. As a Sophomore Larry
took his first crack at the out-

Class C Cameron High School.
Also, during this period, Bud
played three seasons of American Legion ball, one year coming at St. Mathews and two at
Orangeburg. In both his first and
second years in Legion ball, his
team played in the finals of the
legion play-offs.
"I definitely feel my best
game of the season came
against Wake Forest, and I
doubt that it will happen
again," stated Spiers. Many of
the fans will long remember
this game when Spiers copped
two home runs, one after the
other, to drive in seven runs
and practically win the battle
single handed for the Tigs.
Throughout the season Spiers
has been the power hitter for
the Bengals with a total of
four home runs.
Spiers, who has alternated between third base and shortstop
throughout his baseball career,
hopes to make a bid at pro baseball this summer. During the
past four years he has played
regularly in the semi-pro Eastern
Carolina League.
With the tension of the ACC
race, the outcome may possibly
see the University of North Carolina and Clemson in a draw.
However, both the Tig stars feel
that Wake Forest will top North
Carolina tonight. Despite this
opinion, both players believe the
Like Wilson, Spiers began Tigers to be tops in the conferplaying baseball at an early age ence and would like a play-off
of about ten when he entered to prove their point.
into a "midget" league. Under
the guidance and encouragement
of his father, Bud began to take
a keen interest in baseball.
For four years Bud played for

WHAT'S THE FOREMAN IN A
CATCHUP FACTORY?

season to place the Tigers in the
top three.
Burnham Uhler, from Spartanburg, turned out to be an outstanding sophomore golfer.
This year the swimming team
of the Tigers here at Clemson
pation. The Tigers were unable
was hurt by the lack of particito win any of their meets, but
they had one of the best teams
for the Tigers in many years.
The Bengal watermen did not
win any matches, but had the
ability to fight against such great
odds.
At some of the meets, if the
Tigers had taken the first place
in every event, they could not
have won because of a lack of
men to win some of the lower
berths and give them the needed
points.
Louie Ackerman of the
Aquamen is one of Clemson's
all time greats, and it is easy
to understand because of the
records that he holds. He holds
second place in the 100 yard
butterfly and third in the 200
yard butterfly in the A.C.C.
This year the Clemson Rifle
Team had one of the most impressive records on the campus.
It won most of its matches by
decisive victories - with David
Dye leading them to their winnings. Dye won the third highest
marksman in the state.
The team of Tiger Riflers took
second team position in the state
meet to make the Clemson fans
a very happy group. The rifle
team finished the season and
showed the students of Clemson
College some of the best marksmanship in the state of South

Clemson Theatre
(The Country Gentlemen'! The*tre)

Clemson, South Carolina

PHONE 6011
THURS.

'Teacher's Pet'
with
Clark Cable - Doris Day

FRI. - SAT.
II

Bonjour
Tristesse"

with
Deborah Kerr - - David Niven
MON.

"Juvenile
a
Jungle
Young and Wild
TUES.
II

Thunder Jet II
with
Rex Reason

STONE BROTHERS

COMING

Bridge On the
River Kwai"

GREENVILLE, S. C.
"Complete Outfitters for Men, Young Men and Students3'

NEW! TODAY'S HANDIEST
DEODORANT STICK FOR MEN!
Complete protection in an unbreakable, push-up case; no
foil to fool with; easy to pack; he-man size. $1.10 plus tax.

LAST CALL FOR STICKLERS! if you haven't
Stickled by now, you may never get the chance again! Sticklers
are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do
drawings.) Send stacks of 'em with your name, address, college
and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
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into a knockdown, dragout struggle, featuring two of the top
ACC hurlers.
The winner of this game will
meet either the winner of the
SEC, SC, or an at large team
to be named later in the
NCAA regional playoffs at
Gastonia.

* FULL MEALS
H SANDWICHES

Only one team remained undefeated after last week's intramural softball play. The Vets
met Nu Epsilon, the only other
team that had not been defeated
and beat them, 14-1.
In the loser's bracket, two
teams remain, Nu Epsilon and
the Key Club.
The winner of this game will
earn the right to meet the Vets
for the Championship. This game
will be played this weekend.

The Light Refreshment

Clemson starter Harold Stowe,
who had a fine 10-1 record going into the Durham game, was
the victim of two walks, two
singles and a double which gave
the Blue Devils three first inning runs.
In the seventh, the Tiger ace
was again unable to control the
Duke batsmen as they scored
four more runs on a single, a
pair of doubles, and a home run
by Steve Crichfield. At this
point in the game, Ed Lakey relieved Stowe, but the damage
had already been done, and the
Tig bats were unable to get back
the seven runs.
But later on in the day, the
diamonders had all their tears
wiped away as they heard that
the Tar Heels also had lost
their game to the Maryland
Terrapins.
This now left the Tigs in the
drivers seat as they had ended
their season with an 11-3 conference record, while the North
Carolina boys still have to play
Wake Forest, Friday, a team that
has looked surprisingly strong in
their last few games.
Should the Tar Heels lose to
the Demon Deacons, the Tigers
will take undisputed first place
in the ACC. This is highly probable, since the Wake nine has
been knocking off their opponents right and left in their last
few games.
However, if the Tars win, it
will throw first place in the
ACC into a two way tie, since
both Clemson and North Carolina will have identical 11-3
records.
The playoff game in this situation is scheduled for next
Monday at the American Legion Field in Gastonia, North
Carolina. The probable starting pitchers will be ace Harold
Stowe (10-2) for Clemson and
Wayne Young (4-3) for the
Tar Heels. These two have
met in earlier games, Stowe
defeating Young 2-1 here in
Tigertown, while he lost to
Young at Chapel Hill by the
same score.
With both teams playing on a
neutral field, this could turr

Carolina.
Sonny Sumner of the Clemson
Tiger netters has led the team to
two of its victories this season.
It is hard to see how a team with
such talent could lose seven
matches and win only two for
the season.
Looking back over the year,
Clemson has some of the best
records in the state and A.C.C.
The Tigers of Clemson have
had some of their best teams in
sports in its history. The football and baseball teams kept
the opponents on their toes,
the basketball and rifle teams
had their best records in many
years, the track team did its
share in breaking records, and
the golf, swimming, and tennis teams have kept the school
spirit in the minds of the students by their devoted efforts
to win for the Tigers. Thus
the season closes with a much
brighter hope on the horizon
of the 1958-1959 sports season here at the college in the
mountains — our
Clemson
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Yardlej products lor America are created in England and finished in the U.S.A. from the
original English formulae, combining Imported and domestic ingredients. 620 Fifth Ave.. N.Y.C.
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HELEN IAYH0R.
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Slope Dppe

GRADUATION PRESENTS? You may get a (Groan!) 6-cylinder European sports
car or a (Yawn!) 6-month European vacation. These silly baubles just prove
that parents don't understand the college generation. What every senior really wants
(C'mon now, admit it!) is a generous supply of Luckies! Luckies, as everyone knows,
are the best-tasting cigarettes on earth. They're packed with rich, good-tasting
tobacco, toasted to taste even better. So the senior who doesn't receive 'em is bound
to be a Sad Grad! Why let parents spoil commencement—it only happens (Sob!) once.
Tell 'em to gift-wrap those Luckies right now!
WHAT'S A GROUP OF 190-lB. GIRLS?

CAROL SRADSHAW.

COLORADO STATE

Heavy Bevy

WHAT IS AN OSTRACIZED BEE?

BARBARA PELLOW.
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WHAT ARE A ROBOT'S RELATIVES?

DON SUTHRIE.
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Branch Named Outstanding

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS
LUNZ

TURNIPSEED

Canterburian Of Year
Jack Branch, a senior from Chesterfield, majoring in
English, was elected the Outstanding Canterburian of the
Year and received the annual Canterburian award. His
name will also be inscribed on the plaque situated in the
Canterbury Room.

ROTC Recognition Day To
Climax Armed Forces Week
ROTC Recognition Day ceremonies for Clemson College cadets today climaxed
Armed Forces Week activities here. During the ceremonies, the nationally famous
Pershing Rifles drill team gave an exhibition performance. Forty-two Army ROTC
awards were presented, following a military 'open house' on campus. Honored guests
for the occasion included: Major General Ansel B. Godfrey, Commander of the 51st
Infantry Division, National Guard; Dr. R. F. Poole, president of Clemson College;
Dean Samuel B. Earle (retired); Captain Frank Jervey (retired) of Clemson; and Lt.
Col. James H. Barton, president of S. C. Reserve Officers Association. Lt. Col. Barton
presented the ROA awards.

Cadet Maj. Oron G. Trotter,
Pickens, outstanding secondyear students.
Also, Superior Cadet Ribbons,
awarded by the Department of
Army, to Cadet Maj. Mayrant
Simons, Summerville, outstanding senior; Cadet Cpl. Robert H.
Heape, Yemassee, outstanding I
Top citations went to Cadet
sophomore; Cadet Pvt. James E.
Col. Currie B. Spivey, Jr., North Greenville. He was also present- Maj. Joseph S. Byrd, Ridge
Augusta, who received the Third ed a Superior Cadet Ribbon as Spring; Neatest Appearing Cadet Youngblood, Columbia, outstanding freshman; South Carolina
Army Certificate of Meritorious the outstanding junior cadet, and
Leadership Achievement, and R. W. Simpson Medal as best Medal, to Cadet T/Sgt. Walter Society of Sons of the American
Cadet Col. Henry F. Cooper, Jr., drilled cadet through the junior M Alewine, Taylors; Best Drill- Revolution, to Cadet Maj. Sied Cadet and Best Drilled Sophalso of North Augusta, the Au- class.
mons, for excellence in theoretigustus Shanklin Prize. These
Huggin also accepted the omore Medals, to Cadet A/lc
awards were presented by Clem- Cherry Blossom Festival Trophy Franklin A. Roberts, Chester; cal study.
son President R. F. Poole.
as leader of the Pershing Rifles Best Drilled Freshman Medal, to Also, Flight Training Award,
Spivey, a triple winner, was drill team, which placed second Cadet Jerry T. Fuller, Columbia. to Lt. Col. Herron; Best Drilled
cited for developing qualities of in the national ROTC fancy drill
Other Army ROTC awards Platoon Leader Cup, to Cadet Lt.
leadership to the highest capac- competition in Washington. The and recipients:
Ribhard D. Pugh, Greer; Best
ity during his attendance at Pershing Rifles unit was also
Clemson. He also received the presented officially today Fourth United States Armor Associa- Drilled Squad Leaden Medal, to
Reserve Officers' Association Regiment Drill Meet trophies for tion Award, to Cadet Capt. David Cadet Cpl. Heyward W. Hitt,
Medal as top senior, and the first places in precision drill, L. Spearman, Pelzer, outstand- Greenville; ROTC Band Awards,
Commander's Sabre for com fancy drill and overall competi- ing student choosing armor as to Cadet Capt. John A. Pinckhis branch of service; American
tion.
mand ability.
Ordnance
Association
Gold ney, Jr., Greenville, and Cadet
Cooper was chosen as the caMarksmanship honors for the Scholarship Key, to Cadet Capt.
det with the highest scholastic second consecutive year were Robert T. Basha, Mt. Pleasant, M/Sgt. Hal N. Craig, Clover;
Best Drilled Junior Medal, to
rating, possessing exceptional dominated by Cadet Sgt. Frankoutstanding student choosing Cadet M/Sgt. J. C. Edwards,
leadership qualities. He also re- lin D. Dye, Forest Park, Ga. Dye
ordnance; Reserve Officers' As- Cowpens; Best Drilled Sophoceived the Air Force Association won the South Carolina Intersociation Medal, to Cadet Sgt. more Medal, to Cadet Cpl.
Silver Medal as top advanced collegiate Small Bore Rifle Meet
A line of new products from ceramic research with
Rufus G. Sherard, Calhoun Falls, Heape; Best Drilled Freshman
Trophy,
and
four
of
five
Rifle
AFROTC
cadet.
South Caolina vermiculite has been developed at Clemson
top junior; Association of the U. Medal, to Cadet Pvt. Phillip W.
Cadet Capt. Douglas H. Turn- team medals—in high aggregate; S. Army Medals, to Lt. Col. Roy Coker, Dray ton; Neatest ApCollege.
kneeling,
prone
and
sitting
posier, Blackburg, also a three-time
H. Herron, Starr; Cadet Lt. Col. pearing Cadet Medal, to Cadet
COKER
McBRIDE
Vermiculite, mixed with clay for firing, resulted two
recipient, received the coveted tion.
Jerry T. Steele, Rock Hill, and Cpl. James C. Scott, Jr., Gaffney.
(See
Story
On
Page
1)
Society
of
American
Military
AFROTC marksmanship winyears ago in the revolutionary 'Clemson Brick', a lightEngineers Medal, presented to ner is Cadet M/Sgt. Ralph L.
weight structural brick which could be nailed, sawed and
the 20 most outstanding ROTC Cunningham, Taylors, with highgrooved like wood.
seniors in the nation each year. est score in all positions.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Prof. G. C Robinson, head of
This award was presented by Dr.
Other Air Force ROTC awards
S. B. Earle, dean emeritus of the- and recipients:
the 10-year-old^ ceramic engi- produces a fireproofing advanFarm Implements — Sporting Goods
Clemson School of Engineering.
neering department — second tage and protects the steel from
Serving This Section Since 1895
Armed
Forces
Communications
Turner was also recognized as
largest in the nation, announces extreme heat.
commander of the best drilled and Electronics Association Gold
The material is used successthat, since 1956, extended recompany and for proficiency in Medal, to Cadet Lt. Col. James
search with vermiculite has pro- fully as a combustion liner for
A. Galloway, Georgetown, outSinging, refreshments, and fellowship! Yes, these drill.
oil burners. A better ignition of will be a part of the final BSU program for this year—
Chicago Tribune Gold Medals standing senior in electrical enduced:
A refractory insulation and in- fuel and a rapid buildup in sur- the TAPS Party on May 21. Every student is urged to for the Army were awarded Ca- gineering; Reserve Officers' Asdet Lt. Col. Lanny W. Moore, sociation Awards to Cadet Lt.
sulating blocks, both products face temperature, producing a bring his TAPS down and have his friends sign it.
Bradley, and Cadet M/Sgt. Wil- Col. Lawrence N. Connor, Jr.,
now commercially marketed; smokeless fire, is achieved.
liam R. Hill, Greenville; and Barnwell, and Cadet T/Sgt. RoEven though exams begin the —
pre-cast sections for prefabriVermiculite research is con- next day, it is felt that many stu- Air Force Base, gave some helpful Tribune Silver Medals to Cadet bert D. Gobble, Spartanburg,
cated chimneys, now being tested ducted in Clemson's modern ce- dents would welcome a break af- thoughts on "The Christian in Uni- Cpl. Daniel S. Hollis, Rock Hill, outstanding achievement in air
by an Illinois company; roofing ramic engineering plant, Olin ter studying all of Wednesday af- form." On May 15, Mrs. Helen and Cadet Pvt. James C. Hill, science courses; National Defense Transportation Association
Hendersonville, N. C.
slabs and concrete blocks, both Hall, by Robinson and his two- ternoon. So come on down and Davis, BSU Director in SpartanTribune Gold Medals for the Award, to Cadet Lt. Col. Roland
in an advanced research stage. man staff, Dr. Hugh Wilson and relax!
burg, led the BSU Executive Coun Air Force went to Cadet Maj. Weeks, Jr., Charleston, meritoriA pilot run in Clemson kilns Clifford Fain, and assigned May 21 will also be the last time cil in a study of the BSU Manual. Franklin G. Pritchard, Sumter, ous achievement in promotion of
and Cadet Capt. Jerry Sinclair, national defense objectives; Conis now in progress on the feasr staffers of the Zonolite Co., of to register for Ridgecrest, the
Camden; Silver Medals to Cadet vair Cadet Award, to Cadet
bility of lightweight roofing
grand
final
of
each
BSU
year.
At
slabs. The slabs, Robinson re- Travelers' Rest.
Ridgecrest you'll not only be in ASME Elects Officers M/Sgt. Elisha G. Gravely, Sene- Donald K. Watson, Central, outOlin Hall was built in 1953
ca, and Cadet M/Sgt. Leon B. standing sophomore; Sons of
lates, would weigh only 24
the mountains, but also in the
American Revolution Award, to
Newman, Clemson.
pounds per cubic foot, compared with a $630,000 grant from the midst of a great fellowship and In Recent Elections
The Clemson Cadet Cup, com- Cadet Karl M. Counts, Mullins,
to the conventional concrete Olin Foundation, of which $180,- wonderful experiences such as
block at 150 pounds per cubic 000 was invested in equipment. Bible discussion groups, inspiring Last week ASME held separate memorating the school's former freshman with highest potential.
elections for the fraternity's of- cadet corps, was awarded to ca- Also, Best Drilled Squadron
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
foot.
Clemson and the state of South messages from men from all walks
Construction of a roof with Carolina paid tribute to Olin cf life, conferences, seminars on ficers. The outcome was as fol- det M/Sgt. Benjamin A. Huggin, Commander Medal, to Cadet
this material will eliminate the trustees here April 12. Guests of items of student interest, work- lows: Ross Goble, President; Jim
need for insulation or painting. honor were Dr. Charles L. shops, hikes, games, and fellow- Townsend, Vice-President; Jim
The finish is fired on in a variety Horn, of Minneapolis, president ship. What more for an approxi- Crone, Secretary; Carl Thayer,
of colors.
of the foundation; Dr. James O. mate cost of $23.00 for six whole
Treasurer. Professor J. C. Edwards
Concrete block research indi- Wynn, of New York, vice-presi- days? Register now!
cates increased insulation in the dent; and Ralph Clark, of Chi- On May 14, Captain Ralph A. was also named as the new faculMonsen, Chaplain from Donaldson ty advisor."
walls with vermiqulite, wjiich cago, treasurer.

Other Canterbury members
honored are: among the seniors, Episcopal Church in Clemson. The
Jerry Duvall, Alan Inglesby, Jack speaker was the Reverend Tom
Pinckney, Fletcher Smoak, and Roberts of Greenville, and guests
George Sweet; among the juniors, included girls from Furman and
Russell Davis, Richard Koon, Ar- Anderson. The banquet was folthur Marcher, Bob Middaugh, Eric lowed by a dance.
Phillpott, Frank Sams, George
The Youth Sunday service held
Tupper, and Bill Wysong. The on May 11th, was led by members
sophomores recognized for Can- of Canterbury and the Young
terbury work are; Barry Falls, Tom Peoples' Service League. Jerry
Fetters, Henry Hartzog, Mrs. Duvall, newly elected Canterbury
Frankie Holland, Rudy Jones, Hay- Senior Warden for '58-'59 led the
wood Nichols, John Procher, Alan
service, Jack Pinckney, present
Sloan, Milton Thomas, and Tim Senior Warden of Canterbury, deTrively. The honor roll includes livered the sermon which was
the following freshman: Mike Best,
based on the role of youth* in the
Manuk Diarbekirian, George Fox- church through worship, fellowworth, Lynwood Finch, Ralph Hol- ship, service, and study. George
land, Ted Newhall, Bill Rodgers,
Sweet and Eric Phillpott read the
and Debbie Waite.
lessons.
AWARDS BANQUET
An intermission party, which
The annual Awards Banquet, at
which the above presentations was held during the Taps Juniorwere made, was held at 5:00 p.m. Senior week-end dances in the
on Wednesday, May 14th, at the Canterbury Room, was attended by
Parish House of the*Holy Trtnityffcpproximately twenty students.

Ceramic Research Produces
Many Useful, New Products

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

Baptist Student Union
Will Hold "TAPS" Party

TIGER TAVERN

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service
Sandwiches

Soft Drinks

Newsstand

Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

FOR A MAN'S KIND OF S

GET
THE
MAN-SIZED
SHAVER

REMINGTON ROLLECTRIC
the only shaver with built-in rollers
whiskers up-let you shave at the
true whisker base.
With Rollectric-you're always sure
of a peach of a shave — in absolute
comfort!

With three diamond-honed double
shaving heads, Rollectric shaves
far, far faster. It puts more area into
actual shaving contact than other
brands, all made with one or two
ordinary heads.

Another Remington Exclusive!

Rollectric's exclusive Roller Combs
make fast, close shaving truly comfortable. They press skin down, pop

Nothing satisfies like the
BIB CLEAN TASTE OF TOP-TOBACCO
(

Give your favorite face a break —
start shaving it faster, closer, with
Roller Comb comfort. So kind to your
skin, the Rollectric never irritates
no matter how hard you press.

Remington Auto-Home Rollectric.
Shave anywhere-in home, car, plane
or boat! It goes where you go! Has
every advantage of the regular Remington Rollectric
Ask your dealer about his liberal allowance when you trade-in any of the
5 top brands for a new Remington!

ifmduct of Remington Rand Electric Shaver. Division of SDerry Rand Corporation. Bridgeport 2, Connecticut

Watch TV's No. 1 show. GUNSMOKL oo CBS TV Network

k

littlilltl
SO GENTLE!
IT SHAVES THE FUZZ OFF A PEACH WITHOUT
NICKS OR IRRITATION!

SO POWERFUL!
IT SHAVES OFF BRISTLES TOUGHER THAI*!
ANY WHISKERS.

